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In these challenging times,
as we continue to fight the dark,
powerful forces that threaten the State of Israel,
that seek to extinguish the Zionist vision
and to undermine our sovereignty and governance
in the Negev, the Galilee, Judea and Samaria we stand our ground – thanks to your support!

Best wishes for a holiday season filled with light.
Happy Chanukah!

"Bedouistan"

Decades of neglect and crumbling governance in the Negev have resulted in
a state of utter chaos throughout southern Israel - so we've launched a
crowdsourcing campaign for “Bedouistan,” a first-of-its-kind volume that
lays out everything you need to know (and more!) to understand how the
Negev got into this mess and what the government must do to get us out.
Click here to donate >>> or click here for English assistance >>>

Active Agenda Items

Last year, we petitioned to repeal the racist law that prohibits Jews from
buying property in Judea and Samaria (Jordanian Law #40) still enforced by
Israel’s High Court of Justice). Recently, Defense Minister Benny Gantz
notified the High Court that he does not intend to set aside this law – despite
the recommendations of the experts within his own ministry and the
opinions of previous Ministers of Defense. We’re anticipating a very
challenging High Court hearing of this case. View a full-length webinar
(English) or televised coverage of the case (above - Hebrew), or read more
here>>>

Success! Our petition against the takeover of Israeli state land near Duma led
to decisive enforcement action based on the “Order for Removal of New
Structures,” a relatively new legislative tool that we hope will turn the tide on
illegal construction. Read more>>>

We hosted a journalist on an unusual field tour of the drug kingdom of
Bedouistan, otherwise known as the IDF training grounds at Tze’elim Infantry
Base in the Negev, where we narrowly escaped an unpleasant meeting with
Bedouin mafia ‘soldiers.’ Watch >>>

In a hearing on our petition regarding the secret tunnel connecting the
Church of the Dormition to the Beit Josef dormitory on Mount Zion, the court
chastised the Jerusalem Municipality for its failure to provide necessary
information. See our video on this case, or read background coverage
here>>>

Although the rioters who tore up southern Israel during Operation Guardian of
the Walls were eventually arrested and arraigned, the State Prosecutor has
requested light sentencing – and the court has been letting them off with
absurdly light punishments. Meir Deutsch wrote a strong, well-received
opinion piece in the Hebrew daily Israel Hayom decrying the ‘own goal’ scored
by our law enforcement system. We continue the battle for judicial reform - but
here's a reminder of the events of this past May>>>

At the UN COP26 Climate Change Conference in Glasgow, PA Prime Minister
Mohammad Shtayyeh accused Israel of “polluting the environment of
Palestine.” The truth is precisely the opposite. Here’s Regavim’s response>>>

For years, IDF bases in Israel’s ‘wild south’ have suffered from large-scale
theft. At last, the IDF announced it would be revamping the rules of
engagement, to allow IDF soldiers to better protect themselves - and all of
us. Read more>>>

Arutz 7 joined us to learn about the unique challenges of the Negev, and
took a first hand look - and a bird's eye view - of the issues Regavim has
been addressing for years. Watch the full report here >>>

Policy and Parliamentary Affairs

The Knesset Land of Israel Caucus joined us for an urgent field tour of the
Har Hevron region. To combat the radical left’s increasing incitement against
Jewish communities in Judea and Samaria, Regavim continues to defend
Israeli sovereignty – on the ground, and in the Knesset. Read more >>

To receive our Newsletter and other updates directly
to your mobile device, join us on Telegram!
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